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Abstract. The present study is a contribution to research on typographetic
meaningmaking and the social dimensions of typographic acts in multilingual
and multiscriptural urban spaces. Writing in cityscapes materialises various
types of texts and forms of discourse. The central assumption is that the form
and materiality of these written texts contribute to their communicative signif
icance.

This paper is concerned with the way in which typographic resources are
used to indicate discourses, index genres and become socially relevant. The re
search is linked to the joint project Signs of the Metropolis at the University of
DuisburgEssen and the Ruhr University Bochum in Germany and is based on a
database of 25,523 tagged and georeferenced images.

A multimethod approach has been applied between typography and soci
olinguistics that introduces an analytical framework of parameters for studying
the graphetics of lettering in urban space. The results from the application of
the framework are presented in a foundational analysis of different discourse
types (regulatory, infrastructural, commercial, transgressive, and commemora
tive), including a comparison of different city districts in the Ruhr Metropolis.
Furthermore, it provides an analysis on decorative typefaces in Turkish language
texts in shop signs in DuisburgMarxloh; and presents results from a case study
on genres, analysing the (typo)graphetic characteristics of signs in different shop
types.

1. Typography in Urban Space

Urban spaces are covered with (mostly short) texts. They mark places,
are deictic, and give orientation to people moving through those spaces.
Written marks indicate ownership, issue prohibitions, and regulate the
behaviour of individuals. Inscriptions in public spaces advertise and
seduce; they compete for the attention of passersby. Likewise, they are
means of remembrance, tools of resistance, symbolic representatives of
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power spheres (Coulmas, 2009), and agents in the struggle for visibility
and recognition (Blommaert, 2013).

The materiality, form, and positioning of letters in urban spaces are
produced by a variety of authors with different goals. Government agen
cies, global corporations, local shop owners, graffiti sprayers—they all
select from a range of graphic resources to communicate their messages.
They design letterforms or choose from a myriad of fonts, select materi
als, and sign types, decide on colour, size, mounting height, and illumi
nation, the integration of the letters into the architectural context, and
create dense visual surfaces. These choices can be individual or, as in
the case of traffic signs, subject to national standardisation (Figure 1).

Language is the means by which people present themselves and re
late to each other (Spitzmüller, 2013). This also applies to materialised,
typographically designed language in urban spaces—no matter whether
created by professionals or laypeople. Not only the content of the texts
but also their form allows sign producers to express how they see them
selves, how they want to be perceived, and whom they address. Written
inscriptions in built environments are indicators of identity that show
social positioning, differentiation, or affiliation to something.

By choosing connotatively strongly charged typographic forms, val
ues, and attitudes can be communicated (Järlehed, 2015, Spitzmüller,
2015). Likewise, the choices of specific graphetic resources indicate
communicative actors, reception contexts, and thematic localisations
(Wehde, 2000, Spitzmüller, 2013). Thus, the choices of languages and
the (non)visibility of writing systems can be regarded as acts of assim
ilation or exclusion or of localisation and inclusion (Backhaus, 2007).

2. Typo/graph[et]ics: A Definition of Terms

The terminology relating to the research of the form and materiality
of writing and its communicative meaning overlap and vary between
disciplines, perspectives, and points in time. This section identifies
the central reference points for the observations made in this paper
and indicates how the terms “typographic” and “graphic” as well as “ty
pographetic” and “graphetic” are used in this text.

Spitzmüller coins the term “graphic variation” and uses it instead of
“typography” in his research on the relationship between the printed
word and social practices because the term “typography” is not used
consistently and is not “actually linguistic terminology” (Spitzmüller,
2013, p. 9, our translation). Järlehed and Jaworski, as two of the first
embarking on the research of the communicative meaning potential of
letters in urban space, use the term “typographic landscaping” and by
that emphasise the “processual, experiential, and embodied practices in
volved in typographic meaningmaking” (Järlehed, 2015, p. 119). Pesca
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Fıgure 1. Photographs of a variety of signs in public space in the Ruhr Metrop
olis in Germany. All images in this paper are from the Ruhr Metropolis survey
areas. Almost all of them derive from the Signs of the Metropolis data base (image
collection 2013/14) unless indicated otherwise.

tore Frisk and Pauwels, 2019 follow Järlehed’s and Jaworski’s terminol
ogy in 2019 when they write about “typographic landscapes as an ecoso
cial semiotic system” (ibid., p. 1). This phrasing positions the typo
graphic landscapes in close proximity to the extensive field of research
on “linguistic landscapes” (Landry and Bourhis, 1997, Gorter, 2006,
Backhaus, 2007, Shohamy and Gorter, 2009, Coulmas, 2009, Blom
maert, 2013).

Meletis in his text Graphetik (2015) demands that “[r]esearch that deals
with the form and materiality of writing [Schrift] should—regardless of
its disciplinary origin—be labelled (at least additionally) as graphetical
research in order to bring together findings and enable comprehensive
theorybuilding or—in other words—the establishment of graphetics.”
(Meletis, 2015, p. 183, our translation) The present paper follows this
request.

Haralambous defines “typographetics” as “[t]he study of the printed
representation of language.” (Haralambous, 2020, p. 15) as one subject
matter in a list of 18 topics that are relevant to the study of Grapholin
guistics, “the discipline dealing with the study of the written modality
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of language.” (ibid. 12) He continues: “Typography is only half a mil
lennium old, but it is in part responsible for the fabulous technological
and social advances of this period. Typography has developed its own
codes […]. As a subdiscipline of graphe[mt]ics, typographe[mt]ics be
comes a subdiscipline of linguistics: the creative power of typography,
scrutinized with scientific methods.” (ibid. 15)

In the past, typography exclusively meant printing with movable let
ters made of metal or wood in a letterpress process (Meggs and Purvis,
2006, p. 64). Today, however, the term has expanded significantly be
yond its original use and covers all activities of creating type as well as
the composition of letters and further graphic elements in all production
techniques, materials, and on all surfaces imaginable—both by laypeo
ple and professionals alike. As Spiekermann puts it: “The generic term
typography refers to the activities of designing typefaces and arranging
type and other elements on a page. This page can also be a screen or a
building wall.” (Spiekermann, 2008, p. 409, our translation) This text
is written in this broad understanding of typography.

The term “typographetics” can signify a bridge between the two
disciplines, typography and linguistics, which are deeply connected in
their subject matter and from whose joint efforts much can be expected
for the further development of research on the communicative meaning
of the written representation of language.

Based on a broad understanding of the term typography and the fact
that at times the terms “typography” and “graphetics” can be understood
as synonyms (cf. Meletis, 2015, p. 96), this paper takes a joint approach.
The terms “typographic” and “graphic” are used here when the empha
sis is on typography as a social practice and activity of sign producers.
Since typography is a subdiscipline of graphic design, the term “graphic”
is used to signify a broader level of analysis of holistic graphic artefacts
(as opposed to considerations of typography in graphic artefacts) or to
refer to the graphic discipline as such.

The terms “typographetic” and “graphetic” are used when the em
phasis is on the communicative production of meaning. In parallel and
as suggested by Haralambous, “typographetic” is used as a subdiscipline
of the more general “graphetic” (cf. Haralambous, 2020, p. 15).

3. Context and Objectives

3.1. Research Context

My ongoing doctoral thesis with the working title “Typographic
Landscapes—Social Dimension of Typographic Activity in Urban Spaces”
aims at developing an analytical framework to investigate how sign
producers use typographic resources to create communicative meaning
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in multilingual and multiscriptural urban spaces. The objective is to
bring together typographic and sociolinguistic perspectives on the com
mon subject of language in built environments. The project focuses on
analysing what themateriality and formal gestalt of language contribute
to its creation of social meaning in the human activity of signmaking
in public spaces.

A foundational analysis applies the developed analytical framework
to different discourse types (Scollon and Scollon, 2003). Following the
findings in this foundational analysis, my thesis includes case studies in
four areas of social dimensions: genre, ideology, identity, and stereo
types. The case study on genres examines the thematic localisation of
shop types through (typo)graphetic resources in urban spaces. The case
study on ideologies investigates the expression of values and attitudes in
political stickers, as well as the use of connotatively highly charged type
styles, such as blackletter. The case study on identity focusses on social
positioning and the creation of cultural identities by the use of graphic
means. The case study on stereotypes analyses cultural stereo(type)s in
scriptural forms, and script system mimicry (cf. Wachendorff, 2018).

3.2. Objectives of this Paper

This paper aims at answering three subordinate questions of the overall
research project on how typographic resources are used to create com
municative meaning in multilingual and multiscriptural urban spaces:
1. Which are the relevant parameters for the examination of the

typographetics of lettering in urban spaces?
2. How do the discourse types differ? Moreover: How do they differ

between neighbourhoods with unique characteristics?
3. How do certain types of shops in urban spaces differentiate in their

use of typographic resources?
With regard to the second question, the hypothesis is that the discourse
types function as reception contexts and social patterns and differ, in
part significantly, in the described typographetic parameters. Follow
ing this hypothesis, it could be assumed that possible prototypical com
binations of graphic parameters in each discourse type give off an in
dication of the type of information passersby are encountering. This
visual indication might structure the expectations of the recipients of
the texts in urban space even from some physical distance. Moreover,
if there are significant differences between various parts of cities, this
would signify that the typographetic characteristics indicate something
about its inhabitants, their businesses, and the social structure of the
community.

With regard to the third question, the hypothesis is that retail shops
show specific typifications in their visual appearance and use of graphic
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resources to indicate communicative actors and product groups. More
over, specific genres use different typographic means to achieve their
communicative goals.

4. Research Backdrop, Data, and Methods

4.1. Research Backdrop

My doctoral research is linked to the research project Signs of the Metropo
lis that investigates the ‘visual multilingualism’ of the Ruhr area. Visual
multilingualism is apparent in all forms of nonmoving text in public
space ranging from traffic signs, commercial displays, advertising bill
boards to graffiti tags and stickers. The structure of the project is mul
tidisciplinary with collaborating researchers from the fields of linguis
tics, sociology, urbanism, and integration sciences.1 One central aspect
of this multimethod approach is the evaluation of the role multiple lan
guages play for acts of identity creation (cf. Wachendorff, 2016; 2019),
multiculturalism, social belonging, and social recognition (Ziegler et al.,
2018).

4.2. Research Location

The research takes place in the Ruhr Metropolis in North Rhine
Westphalia in Germany (Figure 2). It is the biggest locality of labour
migration in Germany, due to three major migration phases from 1850
until today2, which makes it a very diverse and multilingual area. The
project database, generated between 2012 and 2013, shows 53 different
languages and 14 different script systems. The region has undergone

1. The Research Project Signs of the Metropolis—Visual Multilingualism in the Ruhr
Area at the University of DuisburgEssen and the Ruhr University Bochum is funded
by theMERCATORFoundation (GZMERCUR: Pr2012–0045) and ran from 08/2013
to 12/2017. Prof. Dr. Evelyn Ziegler headed the project. CoHeads were Prof. Dr.
Heinz Eickmans, Prof. Dr. Ulrich Schmitz, Prof. Dr. Klaus Peter Strohmeier, and
Prof. Dr. HacıHalil Uslucan.

2. Between 1850 and 1915, due to industrialisation, more than 500,000 workers
were recruited from Silesia, Masuria, Russia, and AustriaHungary to the Ruhr area to
work in the newly founded coal mines and steelworks. During the second migration
phase after World War II (between 1950 and 1973) about 20million workers from
Italy, Turkey, Portugal, Spain, and former Yugoslavia relocated to Germany. The
third migration phase continues until today. Due to multiple global incidents, an
average of 400.000 peoplemigrate to Germany every year (Cindark and Ziegler, 2014,
p. 1). Germany registered over one million refugees in 2015. Based on the federal
allocation system, the largest percentage of refugees is attributed to the federal state
of North Rhine Westphalia (21%). (Asylum statistic Dec. 2015, German Federal Office
for Migration and Refugees.)
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major structural change. In 1850 there were approximately 300mines
in the Ruhr area, operating at high productivity for over a century. The
coal crisis, which began in the 1960s, eventually led to the closure of all
mines, the last of which was closed 2018.3

Typographetics of urban spaces: Discourse types, genres, letterforms and materiality — Irmi Wachendorff — Grapholinguistics in the 21st Century — 18.06.2020

> The special thing about that area is, that it is the biggest migration area in Germany.
> Due to three big migration phases starting in 1850s.
> Which makes this a very diverse and multilingual area.

Duisburg

Dellviertel

Marxloh

Altendorf

Hamme

Langendreer
Hörde

Nordmarkt

Rüttenscheid

Essen
Bochum

Dortmund

The Ruhr Metropolis in North Rhine-Westphalia

Fıgure 2. Map of the survey areas Duisburg, Essen, Bochum, and Dortmund in
Germany.

4.3. Data

The research group gathered a corpus of 25,523 photographs of fixed in
scriptions in eight streets in four cities (Duisburg, Essen, Bochum, and
Dortmund) in 2013 and 2014. The eight urban districts have been se
lected on the basis that they form combinations of residential and com
mercial areas (cf. ibid., p. 38f). The survey of one street in the North
and a corresponding one in the South of each city allows a compari
son of the northern and southern districts divided by the A40motorway,

3. Cf. http://www.ruhrkohlenrevier.de/histozechen.html, https://www.spiegel.
de/wirtschaft/bottrop-letztes-stueck-steinkohle-an-frank-walter-steinmeier-
uebergeben-a-1245133.html (retrieved 30.09.20).
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nicknamed the “social equator” (Kersting, Meyer, Strohmeier, and Ter
poorten, 2009, p. 142). The nickname derives from the fact that the
educational levels, rents, and per capita income are lower in the North
than in the South and that the districts differ in their social structure as
well as ethnic and linguistic diversity (cf. ibid. 145).

4.4. Database

In each of the districts, every single text item visible along one street
has been photographed individually, georeferenced, and then tagged
in a database (Figures 3 and 4). There has been no restriction concern
ing size, materiality, or provenance of the discrete text items. They
range from an embossment of a 6pt sized DIN on the side of a dust
bin to buildinghigh graffiti letters, and from small handwritten notices
fixed with scotch tape on a local shop door to highgloss advertising
billboards of international brands. All 25,523 photos have been tagged
by the following categories: location, languages, information manage
ment (which part of a multilingual text is translated?), text and image
combinations, types of discourses (commercial, transgressive, regula
tory, infrastructural, and commemorative), type of institution (such
as restaurant, shop, political party), size of the sign, material (sticker,
plate, signpost, printed, painted, embossed, engraved), and typography
(type styles: serif, sansserif, slabserif, scriptural, display/decorative,
and blackletter); all of which eventually allows to search for precise com
binations of parameters in order to analyse the data. The data analysis
presented in this paper is based on the Signs of the Metropolis database.

4.5. Research Methods

Overall my doctoral research deploys a combination of research meth
ods, consisting of quantitative and qualitative analyses of image and in
terview data. In this paper, the results from the quantitative and qual
itative visual image analyses comprise eleven parameters in different
sample sizes. This analysis includes all 25,523 images, except for the
two parameters, colour and material, that are based on a structured ran
domised sample analysis with 552 images, between 100 and 181 in each
discourse type.4

4. The parameters colour and material were not included in the original concep
tion of the database. They were tagged subsequently in a structured randomised sam
ple analysis of 552 images (spread over the entire data base), as it takes more than
eleven weeks per parameter to tag 25,523 images (when 60 seconds are needed per
image).
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> Our 25.500 georeferenced photographs were tagged on a database according to various categories such as locations, 
languages, discourse types, sizes, materials, type styles etc.Fıgure 3. The Signs of Metropolis database tagging page.

> Which then allows to search for very specific combinations of parameters and analyse the data.

Fıgure 4. A Signs of Metropolis database results page.
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5. Theoretical Approaches

Two theoretical approaches are applied here for the foundational analy
sis as well as the case study of genres in shop types: One is the concept
of discourse types by Scollon and Scollon (2003) which categorises dif
ferent text types and their functions and helps to grasp and describe
the diversity of writing in urban space. The other approach is based
on genrerelated concepts that help to understand how forms represent
communicative functions of texts in order to create meaning. A closer
look at the two perspectives and how they are connected reveals the fol
lowing basic aspects.

5.1. Discourse Types

Scollon and Scollon (ibid.) have identified four discourse types for the
visible signs and texts in urban spaces: The regulatory, infrastructural,
commercial, and transgressive discourses. Regulatory signs are the ones
announcing rules and prohibitions the compliance of which can be en
forced by law, as, for instance, in the case of traffic signs. Infrastruc
tural signs inform the public and organise the infrastructure, such as
timetables at train stations or signs indicating institutions like schools.
Commercial signs refer to shops, companies, and advertising. All shop
signs, advertising posters, billboards, and price tags belong to this cat
egory. Transgressive signs are applied in an unauthorised way and su
perimpose the other discourses, such as graffiti and stickers (cf. ibid.,
p. 181). In the Signs of the Metropolis project (Ziegler et al., 2018, p. 78f)
a fifth discourse type was added: the commemorative discourse, which
commemorates people, dates, or events in an urban space, such as name
plaques on monuments (Figure 5).

Regulatory Commercial CommemorativeTransgressive Infrastructural

> When we look at language distribution:
> The commercial discourse type is the most multilingual showing 42 of all 53 languages in our data set.
> But we also know, that primary school children in Essen speak more than 100 first languages. (Baur u.a. 2004, S. 98)
> This means: There is a lot out there, that is not visible on the walls.
> The infrastructural and regulatory is overwhelming German.

Fıgure 5. Sample images for the discourse types in the Signs of theMetropolis data
corpus.

5.2. Genres

The concepts related to genre are a very different approach which
promises to be useful when looking at visual artefacts. For, although
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“all of us know intuitively that generic classifications never quite work”
(Briggs and Bauman, 1992, p. 132), “the realities in and amongst which
we live are not transparently conveyed to us but are mediated by sys
tems of representation” (Frow, 2015, p. 20). Genres can be understood
as reception and production patterns (cf. Bauman, 2001, p. 58) which
give access to “formfunctionmeaninginterrelationships” (Briggs and
Bauman, 1992, p. 143) of designed artefacts. They provide conceptual
orientation frameworks and variable sets of prototypical elements that
communicative actors use to create discourse (cf. Hanks, 1987, pp. 670,
681) and to position themselves socially (cf. Spitzmüller, 2013, p. 237f).
The point that Delin, Bateman, and Allen are making for typographi
cally designed print documents is equally applicable to typographically
designed texts in urban space; when the authors point out: “the doc
uments look different, and contain different language forms, because
they are intended to do different things” (Delin, Bateman, and Allen,
2003, p. 55). Central to the genre concept are the characteristics of vis
ible patterns (Wehde, 2000, p. 119) and repetition (Briggs and Bauman,
1992, p. 148). In fact, the repetition of combinations of visible patterns
(cf. ibid.) of graphetic resources leads to similar interpretations that can
constitute genres (cf. Spitzmüller, 2013, p. 247). Therefore, genres are
links to previous, following, or simultaneous expressions and discourses
of a similar kind, likewise for links to other places, peoples, positions,
and times (Briggs and Bauman, 1992, p. 147f).

What makes genre construction in the analysis of social dimensions
of typographetic artefacts in urban space so intriguing is the fact that
meanings are discursively produced and interpreted. Genres are con
stantly (re)created in shared experiences of repetitive attributions to
recognisable and interpretable visible forms. However, due to the fact
that inventories of knowledge, social spaces, knowledge of languages
and writing systems, geographical references, cultural and historical ex
periences, typographical socialisation, values and attitudes all diverge
between people who produce and read graphic signs (cf. Spitzmüller,
2013, p. 245), there is always a fragmentary remnant—something that
remains open. Genres have peculiarities, riddles, a scope for interpreta
tion, a need for request, contextualisation, and translation. This com
bination of significant unity and meaningful openness makes genres in
urban spaces a means of reflection on communicative goals, social posi
tions, and identities.

It must be noted that genre is an intricate field of investigation be
cause references are complex, fixed taxonomies never fit in full and
can even be dangerously reductionistic. Most importantly: No single
graphic resource relates to any definite meaning. Typographic artefacts
need to be analysed in context. Nevertheless, the visible urban landscape
is a visually mediated world in which patterns are formed, and genres
can be thought of as visual patterns that provide sign recipients a degree
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of orientation in urban space. The focus is on the question of what sign
producers and recipients do with certain combinations of typographic
resources in a certain setting in order to create discourse.

5.3. The Combined Approach

What both approaches have in common is that both, the foundational
analysis on discourse types as well as the case study on genres, look at
prototypical typographetic elements that form patterns in the data. In
this sense, the concepts are connected. In the foundational analysis, the
search for repeated patterns occurs on a very substantial level distin
guishing discourse types and indicating different text functions. In the
case study on shop types, the investigation focusses on how prototypi
cal typographic elements create genres in different product and service
sectors.

Nonetheless, discourse types and genres are different things, or bet
ter, they have been created to do different things and solve different
problems. Possibly, discourse types, genres, text types, and graphic pa
rameters can be understood as a cascading structural model of thought
and not as a fixed sequence of specific occurrences that are firmly bound
to one another. Some graphic realisations (such as stickers, for exam
ple) occur in many discourse types, genres, and text types. However,
they are significantly more common in some and do not occur at all in
others. The details of this will be presented in the results.

6. Analytical Framework

Eleven parameters are defined for the analysis of typographic artefacts
in urban spaces in order to investigate how discourse types, genres, and
text functions differ in their graphic appearance. Some of the parame
ters such as languages, script systems, and sign types include all individ
ual occurrences found in the Signs ofMetropolis data corpus—and are there
fore in some respects already results. Other parameters such as type
styles, sizes, colours, or mounting height are set categories that com
bine individual occurrences into larger groups. This paper will focus
on presenting the results of the following parameters: discourse types,
languages, script systems, type styles, colours, and materials. Further
more, it presents an integrated comparison of the northern and southern
neighbourhoods of the Ruhr cities.
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I. Location of the Sign (8)5

Four streets in theNorth: DuisburgMarxloh, EssenAltendorf, Bochum
Hamme, DortmundNordstadt;

Four streets in the South: DuisburgDellviertel, EssenRüttenscheid,
BochumLangendreer, DortmundHörde.

II. Discourse Type (5)

Regulatory, Infrastructural, Commercial, Transgressive, Commemora
tive.

III. Languages (53)

Albanian, Amharic, Arabic, Armenian, Azerbaijanian, Bosnian, Bulgar
ian, Catalan, Chinese, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Es
tonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian,
Icelandic, Igbo, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Kurdish,
Latin, Lingala, Malaysian, Nepali, Nonstandard, Norwegian, Persian,
Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Shona, Sinhalese, Slo
vakian, Slovenian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tamil, Thai, Turkish,
Ukrainian.

IV. Script Systems (14)

Arabic, Cyrillic, Devanagari, Ge’ez, Greek, Hangul (to write Ko
rean), Hanzi/CJK characters (to write Chinese), Hebrew, KanjiKana
Hiragana (to write Japanese), Latin, Malayalam, Sinhalese, Tamil, Thai.

V. Type Styles (7)

Serif, SansSerif, SlabSerif, Scriptural, Blackletter, Decorative, (plus ac
tual handwriting in tags and graffiti).6

5. This figure refers to the number of categories in this parameter in the present
study (8 = eight city districts).

6. For the foundational analysis of the discourse types, a simple classification of
type styles was used for reasons of feasibility in the tagging of the 25,523 images. It
is based on a reduced version of the DIN classification (Nr. 16518/1964) (cf. Schauer,
1975) considering the five main groups differentiated by “form” as described by Will
berg (2001, p. 49) plus two other groups: decorative and actual handwriting. For
more indepth investigations into specific aspects of typeface use and connotations,
it will be necessary to differentiate each of these groups further. It would be useful
to consider the differentiation by “style” (dynamic, static, geometric) (ibid., p. 49) or
to implement an even more finegrained system as suggested by Pool (2017; 2020),
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VI. Size (4)

> 100, < 100, < 10, < 1 square metre.

VII. Colours (14)

Primary colours: Red (R), Blue (BL), and Yellow (Y); secondary colours:
Green (G), Orange (OR), Purple (PU); achromatic colours: White (W),
Black (BK), and Grey (GR); mixed colours: Brown (BR) and Pink (P);
emulated material colours: Silver (SI) and Gold (GO); actual Material
Colour (MC) (e.g., lettering in metal, stone, or wood).

VIII. Materials (14)

Plastic, Foil, Metal, Paper, Paint, Fabric, Glass, Tiles, Stone, Plaster,
Enamel, Wood, Screen, and Light.

IX. Sign Type (50)

Handwritten letters (3): Handwriting, Signwriting, Facade painting/
Graffiti;

Composed letters (4): Paper cutout, Mosaic lettering, Stencil letter
ing, Embroidery;

Printed letters (8): Printed on Paper, Cardboard, Fabric, Enamel,
Metal, Plastic, Adhesive foil, Stickers;

Moulded letters (2): Relief lettering, Debossed lettering;
Subtractively formed letters (5): Cutout lettering, Stonecarving,

Woodcarving, Glassengraving, Metalengraving;
Additively formed letters (7): Metal casting, Inlay lettering, Three

dimensional letters hollow, Threedimensional letters solid, Wrought
iron lettering, Rendered lettering (in plaster), Modular plastic plugin
systems;

Illuminated and movable letters (21): Illuminated threedimensional
lettering, Lightboxes, Facade lightbox bands, Sign boxes, Cantilevers,
Cubes, Slide Lightboxes, Vitrines, Citylightposter, Advertising pillars,
Pylons, Advertising towers, or mast systems, Roof lettering, Neon signs,

incorporating type width (condensed—extended), weight (ultra light—ultra bold),
italic angle (upright—italic), serifs (serif/sans serifs), in the case of serifs: the shape
of the serifs (small, fine, pointed, strong, half), and serif curves (none, outside, in
side), the overall stroke contrast (low—high), and type of contrast (expansion/static—
translation/dynamic).
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Glassonly neon signs, Analogue information boards, Digital informa
tion boards, LED signs, Screen displays, Fabric coverings, Largescale
facade advertising.7

X. Integration Into the Architectural Context and Mounting Height

In order to analyse the integration of the typographic signs into the ar
chitecture, the placement of the signs in the builtup space is considered
in two ways: On the one hand, the material integration, meaning the
physical connection with the builtup structure. On the other hand, the
visual integration, looking at how the design of the written information
takes the surrounding facade proportions, materials, and colours into
account. These two perspectives provide indications of the degree of the
“semiotic intrusion” (Scollon and Scollon, 2003, p. 113). Furthermore,
this parameter discusses the indexicality of signs, their production of
meaning through the place of montage (cf. ibid., p. 30).

XI. Graphic Composition and Density of the Visual Surface

The graphic composition is analysed with the concept of visual liter
acy along some of the pairs of opposites developed by Dondis (1973,
p. 16): balance versus instability, symmetry versus asymmetry, regu
larity versus irregularity, unity versus fragmentation, reduction versus
complexity, static versus dynamic, subtlety versus expressiveness, con
sistency versus variation, flatness versus depth (layering), singularity
versus confrontation. The density of the visual surface is analysed based
on the concepts of horror vacui by Gombrich (1984: 80) and amor vacui by
Mortelmans (2005, p. 21). Furthermore, the design principles of “chunk
ing” (Lidwell, Holden, and Butler, 2003, p. 40) and “grouping” (Elam,
2004, p. 10) of information on visual surfaces are considered, grounded
on the research by Cowan (2000) stating that the shortterm memory
of most viewers can process four elements (plus/minus one) most effi
ciently.

Sample Size

The first six parameters are tagged and quantitatively analysed based
on all the 25,523 images of the Signs of the Metropolis database. The pa
rameters colour and material are tagged and analysed in a randomised
sample study across the entire database with a sample size of 100–181

7. The 50 sign types (or lettering) found in the Signs of the Metropolis data corpus
where clustered, termed, and described based on the work of Stötzner (2000, p. 34),
Haslam (2011), and Fischer et al. (2007). The very best has been done to find the
equivalent English terms.
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images per discourse type. The last three parameters are analysed qual
itatively based on all 25,523 images. The parameter sign type is sampled
across the entire database, the typical occurrences clustered in every dis
course type and systematically visually analysed. The integration into
the architectural context and mounting height, as well as the graphic
composition and density of the visual surface, are discussed in a qual
itative analysis of prototypical examples after reviewing the complete
database.

7. Results: Discourse Types

This foundational analysis focusses on the apparent typographetic dif
ferences in the five discourse types in the Ruhr area. The objective is
to identify whether heaped occurrences and prototypical combinations
of graphic resources are linked to the communicative objectives in the
discourse types. Following the presentation of the overall occurrence of
discourse types, the language and script system distribution, the results
on the use of type styles, colours, materiality, and sign types are pre
sented. Subsequently, the graphic composition and integration of the
signs into the architectural context as well as the differences between
northern and southern neighbourhoods are discussed.

7.1. Occurrence, Language, and Script System Distribution

7.1.1. Overall Occurrence

The overall distribution of the 25,523 images in the five discourse types
shows that most signs are—as to be expected—commercial with 49.2%.
Less expected, the transgressive signs are the second largest group, with
38.99%. This result is insofar surprising as the authorities impose fines
for transgressive signage—if one is caught in the act. The next two
largest groups are the infrastructural signs with 6.7% and the regulatory
with 4.95%. The by far smallest group are the commemorative signs
with only 0.16%.

7.1.2. Language Distribution

Fiftythree languages occur in our data. However, considering that pri
mary school children in Essen speak more than 100 first languages alto
gether (cf. Baur, Chlosta, Ostermann, and Schroeder, 2004, p. 98), this
means many languages are lived and spoken in the Ruhr area that are
not visible on the walls (cf. Schmitz, 2018, p. 153). About 66% of the
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texts are German, 20% English, 4% Turkish. All the other 50 language
occurrences together make up 10%.

Regarding the language distribution, the commercial discourse type
is the most multilingual showing 42 of all the 53 languages in our data
set, with 32.43% of the texts in nonGerman languages. The infrastruc
tural and regulatory discourse types are overwhelmingly in German:
85.2% of the infrastructural and 93.7% of the regulatory signs are in Ger
man. The infrastructural discourse type—the discourse organising all
the public infrastructure from schools and kindergartens to state organs
and institutions—only shows 17 languages and regulatory signs only six
languages. The transgressive signs are again more versatile and show 30
languages. 34.4% of the transgressive texts show English texts and only
56.2% German texts. The commemorative signs show six languages, of
which 24% are nonGerman (Figure 6).

> When we look at language distribution:
> The commercial discourse type is the most multilingual showing 42 of all 53 languages in our data set.
> But we also know, that primary school children in Essen speak more than 100 first languages. (Baur u.a. 2004, S. 98)
> This means: There is a lot out there, that is not visible on the walls.
> The infrastructural and regulatory is overwhelming German.
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Fıgure 6. The language distribution in the discourse types in the Signs of Me
tropolis data.

7.1.3. Script System Distribution

There are 14 script systems in our data. The 13 script systems beyond
Latin make up only 1.2% of our entire data set. 98.82% of all texts are
in the Latin script. Arabic is the most common script after Latin, it ac
counts for 0.45% of all occurrences, and 0.7% comprise all the other 12
script systems. For the most multilingual region and biggest migration
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area in Germany, this is a surprisingly low and not very multifaceted
outcome. The greatest occurrence of 0.8% of scripts beyond Latin is
again in the commercial discourse type, which shows that multiscrip
turality in our data is strongly linked to trade. Multiscriptural signs ap
pear mostly in signs of food markets, restaurants, and translation agen
cies. Regulatory signs show 0%, infrastructural 0.03%, transgressive
0.2%, and commemorative 0.01% script systems beyond Latin.

7.2. Type Styles, Colours, Materiality, Sign Types, Graphic Composi
tion, and Integration of the Signs into the Architectural Context

In the following section, the five discourse types will be looked at indi
vidually. The results of the used type styles, colours, materials, and sign
types, as well as some insights into the graphic composition and the in
tegration of the signs into the architectural context, will be presented in
summaries. It is important to note that the photographed items often
show more than one colour or type style, so that the total occurrence
does not add up to 100%.

(In Figures 7–11 we use the following notation conventions: Type
style abbreviations: Sans Serif typefaces (Sans), Handwriting in tags
and graffiti (Handw.), Decorative typefaces (Decor.), SlabSerif type
faces (Slab), Blackletter (Blackl.). Material abbreviations: Fabric
(Fabr.), Plaster (Plas.), Enamel (Enam.). Colour abbreviations: White
(W), Black (BK), Red (R), Blue (BL), Yellow (Y), Green (G), Orange
(OR), Purple (PU), Brown (BR), Pink (P), Grey (GR), Silver (SI), Gold
(GO), Material Colour (MC).)

7.2.1. Regulatory Signs: Sans Serif Typefaces, Primary Colours, and Metal

The regulatory signs (Figure 7) announce rules and make laws visible
in urban space. In our data, they do this for 98% in sans serif typefaces.
The topdown governmental communication is not only monolingual in
German and monoscriptural in Latin; it is also mono sans serif; usually,
with one type style per item. Sans serif typefaces are formally reduced
to the essentials in line with the regulatory text content: without unnec
essary decorative elements. The most prevalent typeface in the group
of sans serif type styles is the DIN font, which is specified in the road
traffic regulations for public signage in Germany and can be found in
all expected contexts in regulatory (and infrastructural) signs.

Looking at colour, it is surprising that regulatory signs almost exclu
sively use primary colours (blue, red, and yellow), as well as black and
white. The colours are assigned to a specific warning, directional, and
regulatory function.
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Concerning the graphic composition, the regulatory discourse type is
remarkable for its reduction, symmetry, and statics. The majority of the
signs show great balance, regularity, and consistency. The low informa
tion density reduced colourfulness and the lack of layering results in the
flatness of the visual surfaces. With regard to the compositional rich
ness, the regulatory signs, by and large, show the lowest density with
few focal points on the visual surfaces.

The analysis of the materiality shows that the different discourses
in urban space markedly use different materials to communicate their
contents. Three of the five discourse types show different primary ma
terials to realise their messages. Regulatory information stands out in
so far that about 80% of it appears on metal signs. In addition to the
dominant ‘metal plate parade’, there are nine other sign types, which is
not a wide variety compared to the overall 50 different sign types found
in our data.

Concerning the integration of the signs into the architectural context,
most signs in the regulatory and infrastructural discourse type belong to
one of two groups: On the one hand, signs that are mounted on metal
posts independently of buildings in the urban space show accordingly a
low level ofmaterial andvisual integration. Theydonot take intoaccount
the colours,materials, and building proportions of the built environment
and form a ‘forest of signs’ specific to Germany. On the other hand, many
signs are placeddirectly onobjects andplaces of relevance,which arema
terially firmly integrated but visually stand out very conspicuously from
the surrounding space, such as “Danger”signs on highvoltage electrical
boxes. The semiotic interference of these two groups is high; they regu
late and organise community life. The smooth running of the urban in
frastructure and the functioningof the transport systemdepends on their
visibility and legibility. Their appearance and, in case of traffic signs,
their height of twometres at which they are installed, is regulated by law.
Human livesmay depend on the visibility and functionality of this group
of signs. In other countries, this high standardisation of regulatory signs
can be quite different or is generally lower.

7.2.2. Infrastructural Signs: Sans Serif Typefaces, Primary and Secondary
Colours, Metal, Plastic, and Paper

The infrastructural signs (Figure 8) inform the public and organise the
infrastructure. Similar to the regulatory, the infrastructural discourse
type shows an astonishing 99% of sans serif typefaces, and most signs
only use one typeface.

In terms of colour, the infrastructural discourse type adds the sec
ondary colours (green, orange, and purple) to the primary colours (blue,
red, and yellow), as well as black and white. The colours in the infra
structural discourse type are again part of a functional and convention
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Regulatory Signs

Schriftgruppen in den kommemorativen Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Vollständiger Metropolenzeichen-Korpus-Datensatz 
Sampelgröße: alle 41 Zeichen im MZK insgesamt  
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Schriftgruppen pro Zeichen: 1,2

Schriftgruppen in den infrastrukturellen Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Vollständiger Metropolenzeichen-Korpus-Datensatz 
Sampelgröße: alle 1709 Zeichen im Metropolenzeichen-Korpus (MZK) 
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Schriftgruppen pro Zeichen: 1,2

Schriftgruppen in den regulatorischen Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Vollständiger Metropolenzeichen-Korpus-Datensatz 
Sampelgröße: alle 1264 Zeichen im MZK insgesamt
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Schriftgruppen pro Zeichen: 1

Schriftgruppen in den kommerziellen Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Vollständiger Metropolenzeichen-Korpus-Datensatz 
Sampelgröße: alle 12.556 Zeichen im MZK insgesamt
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Schriftgruppen pro Zeichen: 1,5

Schriftgruppen in den transgressiven Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Vollständiger Metropolenzeichen-Korpus-Datensatz 
Sampelgröße: alle 9953 Zeichen im MZK insgesamt
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Schriftgruppen pro Zeichen: 1,4
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Farbverteilung in den kommemorativen Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Randomisiertes Sampel 
Sampelgröße: 39 von 40 Zeichen im MZK insgesamt  
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Farben pro Zeichen: 2,6
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Farbverteilung in den infrastrukturellen Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Randomisiertes Sampel 
Sampelgröße: 181 von 1709 Zeichen im Metropolenzeichen-Korpus (MZK) insgesamt
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Farben pro Zeichen: 3,1

Farbverteilung in den regulatorischen Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Randomisiertes Sampel 
Sampelgröße: 100 von 1284 Zeichen im MZK insgesamt
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Farben pro Zeichen: 2,6
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Farbverteilung in den kommerziellen Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Randomisiertes Sampel 
Sampelgröße: 131 von 12.556 Zeichen im MZK insgesamt
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Farben pro Zeichen: 3,3

Farbverteilung in den transgressiven Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Randomisiertes Sampel 
Sampelgröße: 100 von 9953 Zeichen im MZK insgesamt
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Farben pro Zeichen: 2,3
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Fıgure 7. The images show regulatory signs in the RuhrMetropolis. The graphs
show the distribution of type styles, colours, and materials in the regulatory dis
course type.
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alised system and have explicit semiotic tasks: Red can be found on
prohibition and danger signs, blue on most regulation signs, blue and
yellow on directional signs, brown on tourist signs, all additional traffic
signs are in black and white.

In terms of graphic composition, the infrastructural discourse type
shows very different visual surfaces. Some signs are significantly re
duced and static, similar to most regulatory signs, with high symmetry,
regularity, and consistency. Other signs, like timetables or city maps,
show higher complexity and irregularity. Concerning the abundance of
the visual surface, the infrastructural discourse type also shows a low
density of focal points in the majority of cases.

In the analysis of materiality, the infrastructural signs represent a
wider range than regulatory ones. Besides metal signs (which make up
more than 30%), many texts are realised in plastics, on paper, or in adhe
sive foil. The infrastructural discourse shows considerable diversitywith
30 out of 50 sign types, including many printed letters on metal, paper,
plastic, and foil, a large group of moulded letters, a fewmovable and illu
minated letters (such as pylons, and different information boards).

Concerning the integration of signs into the architectural context,
most signs in the infrastructural discourse type also belong to one of the
two groups previously described for the regulatory discourse type: In
dependent signs on metal posts as well as signs permanently mounted at
the locations of their relevance. In addition, there is a third group, how
ever, that interacts with the architectural environment in a completely
different way. These texts on institutions such as courts, schools, or
community centres are highly individual and sensibly integrated into
the built environment in a material, visual, and thematic way. The let
tering appears to be precisely designed to match the colours, materials,
facade proportions as well as the historical periods and areas of responsi
bility of the institutions. They visibly communicate stable, longlasting
values, but they do not have to advertise or compete for the attention
of walkin customers. Nor does the lifesaving intervention depend on
their instant recognisability. Therefore, a citizens’ office can elegantly
mark its entrance with grey letters on grey stone, whereas a firefighter
water access, visually much less integrated, requires a bright red text on
a white background with a strong red frame.

7.2.3. Commercial Signs: All Type Styles, a Wide Range of Colours, Foil, Paper,
Plastic, and Light

Commercial signs (Figure 9) announce shops and companies, advertise
products and services, and tempt consumption. Here we find the widest
variety of type styles: In addition to 84% sans serif typefaces there are
27% serif, 18% scriptural, 9% decorative, 2% blackletter, and 2% slab serif
typefaces, and 6% actual handwriting. Most of the signs showmore than
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Infrastructural Signs

Schriftgruppen in den kommemorativen Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Vollständiger Metropolenzeichen-Korpus-Datensatz 
Sampelgröße: alle 41 Zeichen im MZK insgesamt  
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Schriftgruppen pro Zeichen: 1,2

Schriftgruppen in den infrastrukturellen Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Vollständiger Metropolenzeichen-Korpus-Datensatz 
Sampelgröße: alle 1709 Zeichen im Metropolenzeichen-Korpus (MZK) 
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Schriftgruppen pro Zeichen: 1,2

Schriftgruppen in den regulatorischen Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Vollständiger Metropolenzeichen-Korpus-Datensatz 
Sampelgröße: alle 1264 Zeichen im MZK insgesamt
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Schriftgruppen pro Zeichen: 1

Schriftgruppen in den kommerziellen Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Vollständiger Metropolenzeichen-Korpus-Datensatz 
Sampelgröße: alle 12.556 Zeichen im MZK insgesamt
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Schriftgruppen pro Zeichen: 1,5

Schriftgruppen in den transgressiven Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Vollständiger Metropolenzeichen-Korpus-Datensatz 
Sampelgröße: alle 9953 Zeichen im MZK insgesamt
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Schriftgruppen pro Zeichen: 1,4
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Farbverteilung in den kommerziellen Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Randomisiertes Sampel 
Sampelgröße: 131 von 12.556 Zeichen im MZK insgesamt
Durchschnittliche Anzahl der Farben pro Zeichen: 3,3

Farbverteilung in den transgressiven Zeichen in Prozent
Auswertung: Randomisiertes Sampel 
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one type style, on average, 1.5 typefaces per sign. Commercial signs
advertise, seduce, and compete. They indicate varying product groups
and communicative actors and a variety of expressive typographic forms
supports this endeavour.

Also concerning the use of colour, the commercial discourse type is
the most multifaceted, with the broadest colour spectrum and the most
occurrences of an average of 3.3 colours per sign. In addition to primary
and secondary colours, a wide variety of mixed colours can be found,
such as brown and pink, as well as silver and gold. This colour diver
sity is equivalent to the diversity of languages, script systems, and type
styles. It serves the purpose of distinction, genre indication, and the
achievement of individual communicative goals.

In terms of graphic composition, many commercial signs show high
complexity, dynamism, and expressiveness. Layering and variation
function as driving compositional principles in advertising. Concerning
the richness of the visual surface, the commercial discourse type often
shows visual surfaces that correspond absolutely to the four (plus/minus
one) principles (cf. Cowan, 2000). Some very reduced visual surfaces
create social distinction or sublimity through emptiness (cf. Mortel
mans, 2005). Likewise, there are very dense, crowded visual surfaces,
particularly when entire shop fronts are understood as one visual sur
face. The comparison of the discourse types shows that abundance, su
perimposition, density, and proximity of the graphic elements on the vi
sual surface can be found especially in commercial (as well as transgres
sive) signs. The question arises whether selling and seducing attempts
to create intimacy and familiarity through typographic proxemics. The
density of graphic elementsmight correlate with the desired closeness to
the customer. In opposition to this, the regulatory and commemorative
types of discourse create distance, demarcation and authority through
much clearer and emptier visual surfaces.

In the investigation of materiality, the commercial discourse type
shows 36% adhesive foil, 32% paper, 25% plastic, 7% light signs and
hardly any metal. This range is reflected in the sign types found. Com
mercial signs show the broadest spectrum with 48 of 50 sign types. On
the one hand there are the most extensive occurrences of paper prints,
foil inscriptions, stickers, and handwritten notes. On the other hand,
all the big, costintensive, illuminated and moving lettering techniques
(from neon signs to lightboxes, building high hoardings, and digital bill
boards), which do not occur in the commemorative, transgressive, or
(with a single exception) in the regulatory discourse type can be found
in the commercial signs. Correspondingly, most of the characters that
are larger than 10m² are also found here. The commercial signs in ur
ban space show the widest variety concerning their integration into the
builtup environment. The visual integration is often lower and the
semiotic interference higher, since the attention of the sign recipients
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is intensively sought, under highly competitive pressure. This group of
signs, like the regulatory group, wants to be clearly visible, but not for
safety reasons, but to seduce.

The massive diversity observed on the design of visual surfaces
inshop signage raises the question to what extent high and low vi
sual/material integration is related to factors such as laypeople ver
sus trained graphic design, social strata, neighbourhoods, geographi
cal regions, product genres, and the goals of the communicative actors.
(Whereby, it became clear in the broader data analysis that it is not the
money spent that makes a sign functional, aesthetic, and effective in ur
ban space, but rather the appropriate means of expression in relation to
the communicative needs and contexts under consideration of the ar
chitectural surroundings.)

In terms of indexicality, the commercial discourse type differs
greatly from the regulatory and infrastructural one. In addition to texts
that develop their meaning from the particular location of their mon
tage, such as the names and labels of the shops, services, and products
that can be purchased exactly at the place where the sign is attached,
there is a second group of advertising spaces which refer to events or
products that are not connected to the place of the attachment of the
sign whatsoever.

7.2.4. Transgressive Signs: Handwriting and Decorative Typefaces, a Wide
Range of Colours, Stickers, and Paint

Transgressive signs (Figure 10) superimpose, they interferewith or fight
against other discourses (and sometimes advertise without permission).
Like the commercial discourse, transgressive signs show a huge variety
of scriptural forms, particularly decorative typefaces. 57% of the items
show handwriting in tags and graffiti, 39% sans serif, 18% decorative, 9%
serif, 8% scriptural, 7% slab serif, and 1%blackletter typefaces. The trans
gressive discourse expresses political attitudes, ideological positions, so
cial concerns, scene affiliations, and rivalling sport club allegiances. This
requires expressive and connotatively strongly charged letterforms. Cre
ativity and individuality take precedence over legibility. Many stickers
showmore than one typeface, on average, 1.5 per item.

Similar to the commercial discourse, transgressive texts show a wide
spectrum of colours. Concerning the graphic composition, transgres
sive stickers show the highest complexity in comparison to all other dis
course types. The small space and the low demand for legibility on stick
ers often lead to intense layering, compositional dynamics, high varia
tion, and expressiveness. Themateriality of transgressive signs is spread
out over two big and one small group: 52% adhesive foil (stickers), 45%
paint (tags and graffiti), and 3% paper. With this high number of stick
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Commercial Signs
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Fıgure 9. The images show commercial signs in the Ruhr Metropolis. The
graphs show the distribution of type styles, colours, and materials in the com
mercial discourse type.
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ers, the transgressive discourse has the largest group of tiny items, with
57% under 20cm².

Transgressive signs are by design not visually integrated into the ar
chitectural context; they explicitly do not take into account surrounding
facade proportions, materials, and colours, but resist and overwrite the
given. They often aim for high visibility, but not for safety reasons (as
in the regulatory and infrastructural discourse) nor to advertise prod
ucts (as in the commercial discourse), but to mark the territory, express
political positions, and social agendas and give visibility to subcultures
as well as popular cultures. In that, few signs refer specifically to the
location of their placement.

7.2.5. Commemorative Signs: Serif Typefaces and Blackletter, Lots of Material
Colour, Metal, and Stone

Commemorative signs (Figure 11) materialise the memories of people,
dates, and events in urban space. They occur in six of seven type styles,
not showing any slab serif typefaces, however. With 5% they show the
largest percentage of blackletter in memorial plaques on buildings and
with 23% a high occurrence of serif typefaces, mainly in stone inscrip
tions. Remarkably, the commemorative discourse shows minimal colour
overall. 49% of all items have the colours of the underlying materials,
such as stone, cast iron, or plaster. This indicates that the culture and
practice of remembrance is a subtle and quiet activity. Not only in this
respect commemorative signs in urban space form a kind of visual an
tithesis to the loud, colourful, and attentionseeking commercial signs.

Many visual surfaces of commemorative signs are characterised by
great balance, symmetry, regularity, and simplicity. Commemorative
graphic surfaces often show static lines of centre aligned text. While
regulatory signs cultivate the emptiness of the visual surface in order
to achieve clear visibility, in commemorative visual surfaces, however,
they seem to aim more at sublimity, quiet appreciation, and distinction
from the other groups of signs.

Commemorative signs show a wide range of materials, amounting to
uniquely high quantities in materials such as metal (26%), stone (10%),
enamel (about 3%), and plaster (also 3%). The 13 sign types reflect these
exceptionally high material occurrences: There are stone engravings,
metal cast plaques, forged iron letters, stone mosaics, plaster reliefs, and
facade paintings, all ofwhich are very rare in all the other discourse types
(or, such as stone inscriptions andplaster reliefs, donot occur at all). This
suggests that certain materials and sign types in urban space can cross
refer to the kinds of texts and discourses that passersby are facing in ur
ban space. Furthermore, it shows how the materiality of signs and their
value is linked to the functions of the text. In this case, the longevity of
stone is associatedwith the intention of longlastingmemory.
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Transgressive Signs
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Fıgure 10. The images show transgressive signs in the Ruhr Metropolis. The
graphs show the distribution of type styles, colours, and materials in the trans
gressive discourse type.
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The relationship of commemorative signs to the architecture is sin
gular. Many signs are inextricably integrated into the builtup space
in an almost inseparably stable way. Likewise, the visual integration is
extraordinarily high (and, correspondingly, the semiotic interference is
low), as many signs are in material colour. Furthermore, a unique num
ber of commemorative texts are not in the field of vision, but placed
below waist height, on the floor, or above head height. Commemorative
signs do not need to be clearly visible for safety reasons, nor do they
compete with each other. Therefore, the practice of reminiscence can
take place very discreetly and silently, in durable, uncoloured materi
als. Public discussions about the mounting heights of commemorative
signs, whether commemorated people are “trampled underfoot,” when
signs are located in the ground8 or whether one can encounter com
memorated people “at eye level” in a stele9 instead, are indications of
the considerable importance of these design decisions.

7.3. Interim Conclusion: The Discourse Types in Comparison

In conclusion, the results of the discourse type analysis so far suggest
that, despite overlaps, different core materials and prototypical combi
nations of typographetic resources indicate discourses in urban space
(Figure 11). In broad strokes, the regulatory discourse is characterised
by many metal signs, black, white, and primary colours as well as sans
serif typefaces, mainly the DIN typeface. The infrastructural discourse
shows a lot of metal, plastic, and paper, as well as primary and secondary
colours, and 99% of it remain in sans serif typefaces. The commercial
discourse has the greatest diversity in languages and writing systems
as well as in type styles, colours, and sign types, with the primary ma
terials being foils, papers, and plastics. The transgressive discourse is
the least diverse in sign types and materials (it occurs only in stickers
and graffiti tags), but shows the widest variety in decorative typefaces
and colours. The commemorative discourse displays high percentages
of serif typefaces as well as the highest percentages of blackletter type
faces. With half of the signs in material colours, it is characterised by
unique sign types such as cast metal, forged letters, and stone inscrip
tions. Accordingly, it becomes apparent that four out of five discourse
types mainly use different materials to realise their messages: regula
tory (metal signs), commercial (plastic, foil, paper), transgressive (stick
ers and paint), and commemorative (wrought iron, cast metal, stone).

8. Cf. Jakob Wetzel: Debatte um Stolpersteine: Gedenken, das entzweit. Süd
deutsche Zeitung. 13. Oktober 2014. (https://perma.cc/D6Z3-XNNP) (retrieved 16 De
cember 2020)

9. Cf. Myriam Siegert (12.11.2018): Gedenken an NaziOpfer, Wieder Debatte um
Stolpersteine—32 neue verlegt. AbendzeitungMünchen. (https://perma.cc/MUK3-34VM
(retrieved 16 December 2020)
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Commemorative Signs
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Fıgure 11. The images show commemorative signs in the Ruhr Metropolis. The
graphs show the distribution of type styles, colours, and materials in the com
memorative discourse type.
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For each discourse type, certain combinations of graphetic resources
are more common than in others. This finding reveals that the com
binations are related to and serve the communicative goals of the sign
producers in the respective discourses. The regulatory type of discourse
requires standardisation, stringency, and clarity in graphic terms to en
sure readability. The commercial discourse type requires a high di
versity of typographic means to indicate goods and service providers
under competitive pressure in a dense visual landscape. On the small
est canvases of transgressive stickers, the greatest creative freedom is
enjoyed without limitations by legibility issues. Rich compositions, as
well as connotatively strongly charged letterforms, are beneficial for the
expression of political positions, social agendas, and scene affiliations.
Commemorative signs show little colour, are firmly integrated into the
architectural environment, and are made of extraordinarily durable ma
terials that reflect intentions of longlasting memory. Infrastructural
signs are less prototypical and somewhere in the middle between stan
dardised regulatory signs, commercial lightboxes and highly integrated,
individual, valuable commemorative signs.

These prototypical typographic differences in the design of prohibi
tions, warnings, wayfinding, advertisements, protests, andmemories in
dicate the groundwork as well as the meaning creation of typographetic
resources in urban space. Since certain combinations of graphetic re
sources aremore common in some discourses than in others, it can be as
sumed that these combinations give passersby in urban space an indica
tion of what kind of message they might be encountering. Furthermore,
it can be assumed that the use of appropriate and customary graphic re
sources helps the sign producers to gain the sign recipients trust and
understanding.

Beyond that, the graphetic differences analysed indicate in some re
spects that the classification proposed by Scollon and Scollon (2003) is
valid. This very broad foundational analysis of discourse types, with
more than 25,523 images, focusses mainly on aspects of the para and
microtypographic level. For the following case studies with smaller
sample sizes the meso and macrotypographic levels (cf. Stöckl, 2004,
p. 22f) are to be taken into greater consideration.

7.4. Differences Between Northern and Southern Neighbourhoods

7.4.1. Differences in Languages, Script Systems, Colours, and Type Styles

The comparison of the four northern and four southern districts reveals
several significant differences (Figure 13). With regard to the distribu
tion of languages, the North is more diverse. On the one hand, the north
ern districts have fewermonolingual occurrences. Furthermore, the two
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Fıgure 12. Three graphs showing the differences in the distribution of type
styles, materials, and colours between the five discourse types in the Ruhr Me
tropolis.
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largest language groups, German and English, are slightly less repre
sented in the North. Accordingly, the North shows a greater number
and variety of nonGerman and nonEnglish texts (17.8%) in compar
ison to the South (12.4%). Western and southern European languages
such as French, Italian, and Spanish are about twice as common in the
South. In contrast, the more recent migrant languages such as Turkish
and Arabic are about five times more common in the North (cf. Ziegler
et al., 2018, p. 65). Overall, of the 53 found languages, 44 are visible in
the North and 41 in the South.10

Duisburg-Marxloh
Essen-Altendorf
Bochum-Hamme
Dortmund-Nordstadt

North

Duisburg-Innenstadt
Essen-Rüttenscheid
Bochum-Langendreer
Dortmund-Hörde

South

South

German 67.1%

English 20.5%

Turkish 1.6%

French 1.9%

Italian 1.7%

Spanish 1.3%

Arabic 0.3%

Latin 0.7%

Polish 0.6%

Nonstandard 0.4%

Dutch 0.4%

Chinese 0.3%

Japanese 0.4%

Russian 0.3%

Greek 0.2%

North
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Languages distribution
The 15 most frequent language occurrences in the Ruhr Metropolis in comparison of the northern and southern districts 

Fıgure 13. The different distribution of the 15most frequent language occur
rences in the Ruhr Metropolis based on a comparison of the northern and south
ern districts.

In the distribution of writing systems, the North shows texts in 13
script systems, which is just one more than the South. However, 58.4%
of the occurrences of script systems beyond Latin are located in the
North, thus offering more script system diversity. Strikingly, the writ
ing systems are distributed very unevenly: Arabic is found at a rate of
92.72% in the North; Hànzì, Kanji/Hiragana/Katakana, and Hangul for

10. The North has no Igbo, Irish, Lingala, Malay, Norwegian, Shona, Swahili, Thai,
and Hungarian. The South has no Albanian, Amharic, Armenian, Azerbaijani, Bulgar
ian, Estonian, Finnish, Indonesian, Catalan, Nepali, Sinhalese, and Ukrainian. How
ever, the occurrences of these languages in the respective region of comparison are
also small, ranging from one to 13 occurrences.
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writing Chinese, Japanese, and Korean are jointly found in the South
at a rate of 77.9%. Hànzì, Kanji/Hiragana/Katakana, and Hangul are
mainly found in Chinese, Japanese, and Korean restaurants, that are al
most exclusively located in the southern neighbourhoods (Figure 14).

Concerning type styles, the regulatory signs show no difference be
tween North and South, as all occurring examples are set in sans serif
typefaces. In the infrastructural signs, the South is slightly more di
verse, with more decorative, blackletter, sans serif, and slab serif type
faces as well as more handwriting. In the commercial signs, the North
shows a greater diversity compared to the South with more serif and
decorative typefaces. With an additional small plus of blackletter and
serif typefaces, the North shows more diversity in the commercial signs,
which is the largest discourse type in our data. In the transgressive
signs, the South is more diverse, as more stickers are being placed there
(particularly in EssenRüttenscheid), and stickers show a high diversity
of typefaces. In the commemorative discourse, the North is more di
verse again, with more decorative and blackletter typefaces as well as
more handwriting.

In a comparison of colour occurrences in the commercial signs, which
are the largest group, the North shows higher occurrences in 11 of 14
colours (all colours except black, grey, and material colour) and is hence
more colourful and diverse than the South (Figure 15).

The visible differences in the graphic parameters seem related to
the social structures of the districts. As research by Ziegler et al.
(ibid.) shows, the North as a whole, especially in the neighbourhoods
of DuisburgMarxloh and DortmundNordstadt, have the greatest di
versity in the population. The two districts show the largest groups of
nonGermans and dual nationals (72.8% in DuisburgMarxloh and 55.7%
in DortmundNordstadt) and the highest diversity index of 0.8 (cf. ibid.
49). The diversity index (according to Simpson, 1949, p. 688) indicates
the extent of the diversity of the population in a particular area, whereby
“1” represents maximum diversity and “0” represents none (cf. Ziegler
et al., 2018, p. 51). EssenRüttenscheid is least characterised by migra
tion, with the proportion of German nationals at 86.1% (cf. ibid. 49) and
the diversity index at the lowest of 0.2 (cf. ibid. 51).

The data analysis shows that the North is graphically as colourful and
diverse as its population structure. In the northern more multicultural
quarters a broader range of visual strategies is used. Onemight conclude
that the urban space reflects in its graphic signs which social groups in
habit and cultivate a space. It can be stated that in our data, cultural and
linguistic diversity is associated with visual and typographic variance.

Three things stand out in particular in a NorthSouth comparison: (1)
The commercial discourse type in the North is more diverse in colours
and typefaces. It seems interesting to take a closer look at the shops
and their visual strategies that create this diversity. (2) The Duisburg
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Comparison of the four northern and four southern neighborhoods in languages and writing systems
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Fıgure 14. Comparison of the northern and southern neighbourhoods with re
spect to selected languages (nonGerman, nonEnglish and Turkish texts) and
selected script systems (Arabic, Hànzì, Kanji/Hiragana/Kana, Hangul).

Marxloh district, with the most nonGerman and Turkish texts, also
shows by far the largest group of decorative typefaces. It seems worth
exploring whether there is a meaningful correlation between these re
sults. In the following, these two notable findings, which have emerged
from the data, will be examined in more detail.

7.4.2. Possible Explanations for the Increased Diversity in the North

The results from the comparison of the northern and southern neigh
bourhoods show that the North is more diverse in the languages and
script systems as well as in type styles and colours in the commercial
discourse type. However, this result was by no means to be expected.
For it could have been reasonably anticipated that the South is more di
verse, as it has the expansive shopping districts (for instance in Essen
Rüttenscheid), where various elaborate retailers try to distinguish them
selves under competitive pressure. Greater colour and typographic di
versity could have been expected in the South as well. However, the
graphic plurality in commercial signs is typical of the North. There are
two possible explanations for this.
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Fıgure 15. Comparison of the northern and southern neighbourhoods with re
spect to primary and secondary colours, decorative and serif typefaces in the
commercial discourse type, nonGerman population, and diversity index.

Looking at the kind of shops that are located in the different neigh
bourhoods, it becomes apparent that there are more owneroperated re
tail shops in the North and more international chains in the South (Fig
ure 16). It shows that owneroperated shops are characterised by more
individual approaches to sign making; hence the North is more diverse.
Accordingly, the visual appearance of individually owned small grocery
shops, for example, is muchmoremultifaceted in colours and type styles
as well as languages and script systems. Whereas the big international
chains very consciously tend to develop systematic, reduced, neutralis
ing, “one look pleases all” approaches that in times of increasing “blan
disation”11 tend to become more similar.

However, this seems to be only half of the explanation. When look
ing at fashion shops, it turns out that owneroperated retail shops in the
North are still more diverse than owneroperated shops in the South
(Figure 17). Therefore, it is not only small shops as opposed to big
chains that account for the difference here, nor laypeople design (in

11. http://www.eyemagazine.com/feature/article/normcore-inferno (retrieved
30.09.20).
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small shops) against the design of marketing strategists who develop
the design of big brands. Thus, it might be that some shop owners in
the North follow different aesthetic ideals when creating typographic
spaces (which are to be explored from an epic perspective in interviews
with the sign makers), an aspect which moves us on to the next obser
vation.

Grocery shops in the North

Grocery shops in the South

> I have two possible explanations:
> Owner-operated retail shops in the north are more diverse than international chains in the south.
> Looking at grocery stores for example:
> The visual appearance of individually owned small shops is much more divers in colours and typestyles (also in languages and 
scripts). 
> Whereas the big international chains very consciously tend to develop systematic, reduced, neutralising, “one look pleases 
all” approaches.
> But …

Fıgure 16. Small individual grocery shops in the North showing more visual
diversity than big chains in the South.

> Making the same comparison with fashion shops:
> This seems to be only half of the truth. 
> It is not only small shops against big chains.
> Nor laymen design against marketing strategist.
> Because owner-operated retail shops in the north are still more diverse than owner-operated shops in the south.
> It might be, that some shop owners in the north follow different aesthetic ideals.
> Which brings me to my next observation …

Owner-operated fashion shops in the North

Owner-operated fashion shops in the South

Fıgure 17. Individual fashion shops in the North show more visual diversity
than individual fashion shops in the South.
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> Making the same comparison with fashion shops:
> This seems to be only half of the truth. 
> It is not only small shops against big chains.
> Nor laymen design against marketing strategist.
> Because owner-operated retail shops in the north are still more diverse than owner-operated shops in the south.
> It might be, that some shop owners in the north follow different aesthetic ideals.
> Which brings me to my next observation …

Decorative typefaces in Turkish language texts in Marxloh

Fıgure 18. A selection of decorative typefaces in Turkish language texts in
DuisburgMarxloh, top left to bottom right: (a) Hairdresser (Typeface: Victorian,
Letraset Type Studio, 1970s (Letraset 1978: 156)), (b) Cafe (Typeface: Similar
to Bookman, based on Antique Old Style No. 7, 1858, A. C. Phemister, part of the
Letraset Collection (Letraset 1978: 22)), (c) Restaurant (Typeface: Victorian, Le
traset Type Studio, 1970s (Letraset 1978: 156)), (d) Cafe (Typeface: Algerian,
Stephenson Blake, 1902, part of the Letraset Collection (Letraset 1978: 110)), (e)
Bakery (Typeface: Arrus, designed for Bitstream by Richard Lipton in 1991), (f)
Music school (Typeface: Fontleroy Brown NF, a socalled ‘retro’ font designed by
Nick Curtis, released in 2009). Information on the typefaces Bookman, Algerian
and Arrus (cf. https://fontsinuse.com (retrieved 30.09.20)), Fontleroy Brown NF
(cf. https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/cheapprofonts/fontleroy-nf-pro/ (retrieved
30.09.20)).

7.4.3. Decorative Typefaces in Turkish Texts in DuisburgMarxloh

Comparing the northern and southern neighbourhoods an extraordinar
ily high number of decorative typefaces in Turkish language texts in the
Weseler Straße of DuisburgMarxloh emerged from the data. Checking
again all the decorative typefaces in the data set it becomes apparent
that most of the ones in Turkish language texts in DuisburgMarxloh
are unique; they do not exist in any other language or location in our
data (Figure 18).

There is a variety of 20th century British and American advertising
typefaces, many of them revived for Letraset in the 1960s and 1970s;
however, there are also some newer typefaces. A fair number of them
have swashes and ornamental elements that could be understood as em
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Decorative typefaces on wedding dress shops in Marxloh

Fıgure 19. Decorative typefaces in Turkish language texts in signs of wedding
dress shops in DuisburgMarxloh, top left to bottom right: (a) “Topkapı Gelinlik”
(Topkapi Wedding Dresses) (Typeface: Pretorian (Letraset 1978: 87)), (b) “Stil”
(Typeface: Arnold Böcklin (Letraset 1978: 16)), (c) “Bayar” (Typeface: Roberta),
(d) “Milano” (Typeface: Revue (Letraset 1978: 90)), (e) “Dikelim” (Typeface: Ar
rus), (f) “Gelinlik & Abiye” (Wedding and Evening Dresses) (Typeface: Titania,
Hass, 1906) (cf. https://fontsinuse.com/typefaces/70908/titania-haas (retrieved
30.09.20)), (g) “Braut Karakaşlar” (Typeface: Tango (Letraset 1978: 154)), (h)
“Tesettür Giyim” (Bodycovering clothing) (Typeface: Harlow (Letraset 1978:
129)), (i) “Gelinlik/Brautmoden” (Typeface: Horizon, based on the Star Trek
Logo 1966) (cf. Yves Peters: Typography – The Final Frontier. The Fonts of
Star Trek. Link: https://www.fontshop.com/content/the-typography-of-star-trek
(retrieved 30.09.20)).

ulating something of a calligraphic tradition (reminiscent of Turkey’s
script reform from Arabic to Latin in 1928), but mainly they look orna
mental in the style that was popular in the 1960/1970s. The question
is: What is the correlation between the highest number of Turkish lan
guage texts and the highest number of decorative typefaces in this part
of town?
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The Miracle of Marxloh
The decorative typefaces are applied in different shops such as bakeries,
cafes, and hairdressers. However, most of them are used in signs of
wedding dress shops (Figure 19). To contextualise this, it is worth con
sidering the history of the bridal gown industry in DuisburgMarxloh:
When the coal mines and steelworks started closing in the 1970s, the
district was affected by major structural changes for the years to come.
To escape from misery, the community invented a new industry, which
is wedding dress tailoring. There are 25 wedding dress shops and
about 27 adjunct business (without gastronomy) such as bakeries, hair
dressers, photo studios, and invitation card printers on the intersection
of Weseler Straße, KaiserFriedrichStraße and KaiserWilhelmStraße
with customers coming from all over Europe (cf. Gorres, Sucato, and
Yıldırım, 2010, p. 246).

The Typefaces
Looking at the typefaces, it occurs that some of them have been used
widely in famous 1960s and 1970s Turkish movie posters.12 Let us have
a closer look at the typefaces used in the bridal fashion shops and their
use in film posters in the four following examples.

Pretorian
The wedding dress shop “Topkapı Gelinlik” on the Weseler Straße in
DuisburgMarxloh (Figure 20) uses the typeface Pretorian horizontally
in the words “KUYUMCU,” “TOPKAPI,” “GELİNLİK” as well as verti
cally framing the door in the words “JUWELIER” and “ABENDKLEI
DER”. (The shop name “Topkapı Gelinlik” at the top is set in Cooper
Black.) Pretorian is an early 20thcentury British typeface, released by
the foundry P.M. Shanks and Sons, Ltd., The Patent Type Foundry in
London, and received by Letraset as rubdown type in 197613 (“Letraset
Katalog” 1978, p. 87). Pretorian is used multiple times14 for the title de
signs in movie posters such as Sultan Gelin (The Sultan’s Bride) 1973, Ölmeyen
Şarkı (The song that does not die) 1977, Kibar Feyzo (Gentle Feyzo) 1978 or Aşkın
Gözyaşı (Tears of Love) 1979.

Arnold Böcklin
The wedding dress shop “Stil” (Figure 21) uses the art nouveau type
face Arnold Böcklin. It is named after the Swiss artist Arnold Böcklin

12. Many thanks to Gülşah Edis Kış for the reference to film posters and the fruitful
discussions on the use of typefaces in the city of Istanbul.

13. Cf. https://fontsinuse.com/\index{typeface}typefaces/26150/pretorian (re
trieved 30.09.20).

14. The online archive of the “Center for Turkish Cinema Studies” (www.tsa.org.tr)
shows 12movies using Pretorian between 1960–1979. (retrieved 30.09.20).
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Fıgure 20. Top left to bottom right: “Topkapı Gelinlik” Wedding Dress Shop
in DuisburgMarxloh, Movie Posters: Sultan Gelin 1973, Ölmeyen Şarkı 1977, Kibar
Feyzo 1978, Aşkın Gözyaşı 1979.

Fıgure 21. Top left to bottom right: “Stil”, Movie Posters: Gülizar 1972, Gülizar
1972 (Detail), Oğlum Osman 1973, Eksik Etek 1976.
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(1827–1901) and was released by the foundry Otto Weisert in Germany
in 1904.15 With its organic and flowery shapes, it had a considerable
revival in the 1960s and 1970s and was adopted by many drytransfer
manufacturers such as Letraset (“Letraset Katalog” 1978, p. 16). It ap
pears on multiple Turkish movie posters in the 1970s such as Gülizar
1972, Oğlum Osman (My son Osman) 1973, and Eksik Etek (The Missing Skirt)
1976.

Roberta
A further exceptional Art Nouveaustyle typeface is used in the verti
cal sign of the wedding dress shop “Bayar” on the Weseler Straße in
DuisburgMarxloh (Figure 22). The typeface called Roberta is designed
by Bob Trogman in 1962/63 and released by the foundry FotoStar in
the USA. The letter shapes were either inspired by wood type initials
Trogman spotted in a Belgian magazine16 or a Belgian restaurant sign.17
Roberta is again a popular font in the 1960s and 1970s movie posters,
such as Ezo Gelin (The Bride Ezo) 1968, Aşk Sepeti (The Love Basket) 1972, Para
(Money) 1972, and Şaban Oğlu Şaban (Saban the Son of Saban) 1977.

Revue
Another notable example is the typeface Revue designed by Colin Brig
nall for Letraset England, released in 196818 (ibid., p. 90). It appears on
a fashion shop for men’s evening wear “Milano” (Figure 23) as well as
in offer notices on the window panes of bridal fashion shops19 on the
Weseler Straße in DuisburgMarxloh. Revue is also the font used in the
title design of a movie titled the Inatçı Gelin (The Stubborn Bride) in 1965,
and Mutlu Ol Yeter (Be happy, that is all I want) 1981.

The Typographic Representation of the Miracle of DuisburgMarxloh
It appears that the shop owners use these intriguing, lively, and man
ifold typefaces here to create something particular. Most of these
movies that show typefaces also used on signs in wedding dress shops
in DuisburgMarxloh already indicated in their titles that they evolve

15. Cf. https://fontsinuse.com/\index{typeface}typefaces/1142/arnold-boecklin
(retrieved 30.09.20).

16. Cf. https://drtype.wordpress.com/2013/05/27/origin-of-roberta-font/ (re
trieved 30.09.20)

17. Cf. http://www.fontbros.com/families/roberta/styles/fancy-caps (retrieved am
30.09.20).

18. Cf. https://fontsinuse.com/\index{typeface}typefaces/3485/revue (retrieved
am 30.09.20).

19. Seen on the Weseler Straße in DuisburgMarxloh at “ag collection” in Septem
ber 2020.
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Fıgure 22. Top left to bottom right: “Bayar” Wedding Dress Shop in Duisburg
Marxloh, Movie Posters: Ezo Gelin 1968, Ezo Gelin 1968 (Detail), Aşk Sepeti 1972,
Para 1972, Şaban Oğlu Şaban 1977.

around love and lovers overcoming all kinds of obstacles. Like most ro
mantic comedies particularly in that period, they are concerned with
“finding the one” and ultimately marriage (Ölmeyen Şarkı 1977, Eksik Etek
1976, Aşk Sepeti 1972, İnatçı Gelin 1965). They are also concerned with the
search for happiness by leaving the countryside and moving to big cities
(Aşkın Gözyaşı 1979, Kibar Feyzo 1978, Mutlu Ol Yeter 1981)—i.e., the dream
of escaping from poverty. Furthermore, some films address the situ
ation of Turkish labour migrants in Germany, the travelling back and
forth between Turkey and Germany, the contact with German culture,
TurkishGerman love relationships, and the migrant work experience
in Germany (OğlumOsman 1973) as well as the challenges between young
lovers, one of whom grew up in Europe and the other in Turkey (Gülizar
1972).

These typeface choices appear like a typographic representation of
the miracle of DuisburgMarxloh. They imply a specific historical, geo
graphical, and contextual reference and are characterised by an interest
ing play with traditions. The typefaces combine connotations to hopes
and dreams on multiple levels: The wonderous saving of Marxloh by in
venting a new branch of industry, the dream of a fairy tale wedding that
brides, grooms, and their family entouragesmight have, whilst shopping
for evening attire for weddings, and the stories that are told in these
movies, of love, of transcending into other spaces and, at times, of being
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Fıgure 23. Top left to bottom right: Fashion shop for men’s evening wear “Mi
lano” and offer notice on bridal fashion shop “ag collection”, Movie Posters: Inatçı
Gelin 1965, Inatçı Gelin 1965 (Detail), Mutlu Ol Yeter 1981.

liberated from poverty. These hopes are resonating through the streets
of a migrant community in DuisburgMarxloh by means of the shapes
of these letters.

To deepen and continue this research, some of the key questions
should be: What is the signs producers’ perspective, their motivations
and communicative goals? To what extent are these typeface choices the
result of a conscious decision? Do the shop owners explicitly and con
sciously make references to movies from the 1970s, or is it more a matter
of a subconscious favouring of popular and iconic lettering of a specific
time and place? To what extent are graphic designers or sign manufac
turers involved in recommending typefaces and how consciously (con
cerning the history of the use of the typeface) are they making these
recommendations? Are there any technical reasons for recommending
certain typefaces over others (such as availability, software, production
techniques)? These questions can only be answered in interviews with
shop owners and sign producers (which will be the next step in my doc
toral research).
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8. Results: Shop Types
This case study focusses on the typographic genre indication through
graphetic resources in different shop types in the Ruhr area. The ob
jective is to identify how retail shops that offer various products and
services differ in their typographic visual appearance to create distinc
tion and recognition. It is assumed that different sectors use varying
graphic resources in order to achieve their communicative objectives
and indicate genres, and that typifications occur within certain groups.

The 12,556 commercial signs in the data set identify 711 individual
shops. They form 30 shop types (e.g., jewellers, hairdressers, bakeries,
dry cleaners, gambling halls) that are categorised into five topical clus
ters ((1) Retail Shops, (2) Beauty Services, (3) Grocery Shops, (4) Re
pair and Cleaning Services, (4) Entertainment Venues). The shops’
graphetic characteristics are analysed in a detailed visual analysis on im
ageboards (Figures 24 and 25) of two shop types in each cluster with a
minimum of 20 individual shops per type (35–75 images per shop type).
The imageboard analysis focusses on the grouping and measuring of the
occurrences of shop names, type styles, image motives, colour palettes,
materials, and sign types.

Fıgure 24. Imageboard (sample slide) from the visual data analysis on type
styles used in jewellery shop signs in the Signs of the Metropolis data.
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Fıgure 25. Imageboard (sample slide) from the visual data analysis on colours
used in bakery signs in the Signs of the Metropolis data.

8.1. Heterogeneous Forms

The analysis reveals that some shop types show very diverse, hetero
geneous visual strategies and hence cannot be differentiated by their
graphetic characteristics alone. In contrast, others do show prevalent
occurrences of typical visual characteristics which allow presuming that
graphetic characteristics visually indicate certain shop types in urban
space.

Shops that exist in high numbers in our data and appear to be the
most diverse and heterogeneous in their visual strategies in the Ruhr
area are 73 hairdressers, 114 fashion shops, and 28 grocery shops (Fig
ure 26). They use a wide range of colours, sign types, and typefaces.
Fashion shops use Comic Sans as well as gothic letter shapes and every
thing in between without a significant repeated occurrence of particular
type styles. Hairdressers and grocery shops show equally versatile and
colourful visual strategies.
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Shop types with heterogeneous visual strategies
Hair dressers Fashion shops Grocery stores

Fıgure 26. Hairdressers, fashion shops, and grocery shops are three shop types
that show very heterogeneous visual strategies in the Signs of the Metropolis data.

8.2. Homogeneous Forms

Other shop types, however, show prevalent occurrences of typical visual
characteristics, such as 24 jewellery shops, 30 bakeries, and 21 gambling
halls (Figure 27). The following is a brief description of the three shop
types.

Of the 24 jewellery shops, 56%use a serif typeface in their central shop
sign. Contrary to the dominance of sans serif typefaces across all dis
course types in our data set, it is impressive how united the group of jew
ellers are in the prevalent use of serif typefaces in this context of valuable
andexpensivegoods. This result coincideswith thehighuseof serif type
faces in the study of jewellers’ shops in Antwerp Belgium by Pescatore
Frisk and Pauwels (2019, p. 12). To this very day serif typefaces still refer
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Shop types with typical visual characteristics
Jewellers Bakeries Gambling halls

Fıgure 27. Jewellers, bakeries, and gambling halls are three shop types that show
more homogeneous visual strategies with prevalent occurrences of typical visual
characteristics in the Signs of the Metropolis data.

to value, authority, power, and status (cf. Walker, 2014, p. 44), hinting at
their origin and historical contexts of use as capital inscriptions (Capitals
Monumentalis) in ancient Rome (cf. Sutton and Bartram, 1988, p. 5f). Let
terforms carry connotations that convey their places and times of origin
as well as early contexts of use. The communication of value and luxury
in the visual design of jewellery shops is not only generated by the type
styles alone but cooccurwith the 48%use of the colour gold in the letters
and by valuably and individually crafted luminous relief letters in 30% of
the shops. 56% of the jewellery shops use no images.

Of 30 bakeries, 40% use a scriptural font in their central shop sign.
Scriptural typefaces reference the movement of the humanwriting hand
in the letterforms and thereby appear handmade, trustworthy, personal,
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and tangible (cf. Brumberger, 2003, p. 210): Attributes that one equally
wishes from a homemade breakfast roll. 87% of the bakeries use a com
bination of warm colours such as red, yellow, orange, and brown that
can be linked to associations of heat, baking, oven, and bread. 75% of
the bakeries show pictures like ears of corn, pretzels, and bread loaves.
87% use adhesive foils and lightboxes on their shops. It is apparent from
our data that there is a prototypical visuality in bakeries in the urban
space of the Ruhr area with multiple combinations of the most com
mon graphic parameters in many shops. A scriptural typeface in red
and yellow with picture elements such as ears, windmills, and pretzels
on lightboxes and adhesive foils, should be a fairly reliable indicator for
the nearest bakery for passersby in the Ruhr Metropolis.

Of 21 gambling halls, 60% use a serif, a slab serif, or a decorative
typeface in their central shop sign, 40% make a reference to American
show typefaces, as used in the gamblers’ paradise Las Vegas. There are
serif typefaces (top image) whose outlines emulate glowing neon signs
next to a photo of the waving cowboy, a landmark neon sign that is
placed in front of the Pioneer Club in Las Vegas. There is a visual rep
resentation of marquee lettering20 (central image) above a silhouette of
the Las Vegas welcome sign.21 And there are decorative serif typefaces
(bottom image), which are reminiscent of 19thcentury American wood
type with Tuscanstyled serifs in the centre and lower part of the letters
(Kelly, 2010, p. 87f). 50% of the signs are very colourful, showing more
than three colours. Over 50% of the signs show pictures of, for instance,
playing cards, dice, roulette tables, bills, and coins. The most common
sign types are adhesive foils, cantilevers, and lightboxes. The styles,
shapes, visual treatments and arrangements of the letters, the emula
tions of sign types as well as the colours and images are forming a genre
by which this group of communicative actors repeatedly and unambigu
ously references gambling and, in particular, the geographic location of
Las Vegas, without, however, mentioning the city’s name.

8.3. Interim Conclusion: Shop Types

The results show that the shop types that use the most diverse strate
gies are in tendency the ones with the highest occurrences in numbers
in our data: 73 hairdressers und 114 fashion shops. Using similar visual
strategies appears to be regarded as beneficial solely to merchants and
providers of similar products and services when the relative frequency

20. Cf. https://www.neonmuseum.org/the-collection/north-gallery) (eingesehen am
30.09.20).

21. Cf. https://www.rd.com/advice/travel/things-you-never-knew-about-the-
las-vegas-sign/ (eingesehen am 30.09.20).
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of this kind of shops is low, and when they are not in direct visual com
petition. Otherwise, the differentiation amongst each other seems to
override the wish to be distinguishable as a group of dealers with a sim
ilar product range. Twelve hairdressers in one street do not want to look
alike. In contrast, the only jeweller in one particular street might want
to be recognised as the one and only by using all the visual cues typical
of the genre in a most deliberate way.

Those shops which are fewer in numbers—such as the 24 jewellery
shops, 30 bakeries, and 21 gambling halls—predominantly prefer a range
of prototypical combinations of typographic means to communicate
who they are and what they are selling. This indicates that graphetic
resources can be central to the contextualisation, positioning and recog
nisability of communicative actors in urban space. Choices on type
styles, colours, images, and sign types create genres in buildup envi
ronments, enable sign producers to achieve their communicative goals
by reaching their audience—unless strong direct competition causes the
retailer to focus less on the thematic genre and more on outdoing the di
rect visual competitors. Furthermore, if not in the immediate vicinity, it
can be assumed that the formation of visual clusters between shop types
and the repeated use of certain graphic resources lead to visual patterns
that form perceptual expectations and graphic knowledge, with the ef
fect of providing orientation to sign recipients.

9. Conclusion

This paper develops a framework of eleven parameters for the analysis
of typographic artefacts in urban spaces in order to investigate how dis
course types, genres, and text functions differ in their graphic appear
ance. The eleven parameters are (1) the geographical location of the
sign in the city, (2) the discourse type of the message, (3) the languages
used, (4) the script systems used, (5) the type styles used, (6) the size
and positioning of the sign, (7) the colours used, (8) the materials used,
(9) the sign types such as lightbox, adhesive foil, or stone engraving,
(10) the integration into the architectural context and mounting height,
and (11) the graphic composition and density of the visual surface.

In conclusion, the analysis of the discourse types based on the eleven
parameters shows that each discourse type (regulatory, infrastructural,
commercial, transgressive, and commemorative) is characterised by
different accents and unique combinations with respect to the use of
graphic resources. Four out of five discourse types mainly use various
materials to realise their messages: Regulatory signs use metal; com
mercial signs use plastic, foil, and paper; transgressive signs use stick
ers and paint; and commemorative signs use a lot of iron, cast metal, and
stone. Regulatory and infrastructural signs show sans serif typefaces in
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98% of the cases, whereas commercial and transgressive signs show (up
to almost 20%) serif, script, and decorative typefaces. Thus, it can be
stated that, in our data, core materials, and prototypical combinations
of typographic resources point, in some way or another, to discourses in
urban space. Thereby the signs indicate the type of information passers
by are encountering. It can be argued that these usual contexts of use
create reception patterns (cf. Spitzmüller, 2013, p. 241) and that the re
curring combinations of graphic resources provide sign recipients with
a frame of orientation (cf. Hanks, 1987, p. 681) in urban space.

The comparison of the northern and southern neighbourhoods re
veals the indication of social spaces, for example, in the very uneven
distribution of script systems: 92.72% of the Arabic scripts in the North
and 77.9% of the Hànzì, Kanji/Hiragana/Katakana, and Hangul in the
South of the Ruhr Metropolis. Furthermore, the data analysis shows
that the North is graphically as colourful as its population structure is di
verse. For instance, the use of type styles is more diversified in the North
than in the South; particularly, in the predominant discourse type, the
commercial signs, which are characterised by more serif and decorative
typefaces. Moreover, the North shows higher occurrences in 11 out of
14 colours in commercial signs. Thus, a more diverse residential struc
ture seems to be connected to a broader range of visual strategies. All in
all, cultural and linguistic diversity becomes apparent as being linked to
visual and typographic plurality.

A closer look at the outstanding results in the DuisburgMarxloh dis
trict, where most nonGerman and Turkish texts, as well as the largest
group of decorative typefaces, were found, reveals a meaningful rela
tionship of these results in the typographic design of wedding dress
shops, using typefaces that played a significant role on 1960s/70s movie
posters. These processes relating to visual identity creation in making
typographic connections to other places, previous times, and contexts
of meaning (cf. Briggs and Bauman, 1992, p. 147) are worth a further
indepth exploration.

The analysis of the (typo)graphic appearance of 711 shops grouped in
30 shop types selling various products and services in five topical clus
ters ((1) Retail Shops, (2) Beauty Services, (3) Grocery Shops, (4) Repair
and Cleaning Services, (4) Entertainment Venues) shows that the abun
dant and ubiquitous shops use very diverse, heterogeneous visual strate
gies and cannot be differentiated by their graphetic characteristics. In
contrast, some of the smaller groups clearly show prevalent occurrences
of typical visual characteristics, which means their typographic outfit
indicates who they are and what they are selling.

The shop types with the most diverse strategies are the ones with the
highest numbers of shops (hairdressers and fashion shops), which indi
cates that using similar visual strategies appears only beneficial when
the relative frequency of a shop type is low. Otherwise, the differentia
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tion amongst each other seems to override the wish to be distinguishable
as a group of dealers with a similar product range. Eight fashion shops
in one street do not want to look alike. In contrast, one gambling hall
in one street wants to be recognised as such by using all the visual cues
typical of the genre in a deliberate way.

In the less ubiquitous shops, such as the jewellery shops, bakeries,
and gambling halls, recurring combinations of genrespecific graphetic
resources indicate the respective communicative actors and product sec
tors. As far as these shops are concerned, the typographic decisions that
shop owners make can be taken, to a considerable extent, as a clue to
who they are and what they are offering. This proves that typographic
and graphic decisions in urban space have a unique ability to visually
indicate communicative actors, point out and (re)create genres as well
as to distinguish between traders and product groups.

Overall, this study shows that the form and materiality of written
language are related to its communicative meaning and significance.
Typographic decisions in urban spaces form visual patterns that offer
orientation to potential sign recipients. The analysis of the graphetic
resources used in cityscapes indicates communicative actors and socio
spatial structures since references to meaning travel with letterforms
through times and places. This enables sign producers to use typo
graphic resources to point to current and past contexts of use and create
connotative spaces of significance.
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Appendix: Picture IDs in the Database

Figure 1. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: 5499, 13635, IMG_3711, 21843, 258,
1563, 0330, 9094, 1964. The top right image was taken by the author in a subsequent
data collection 2019 in EssenRüttenscheid.

Figure 5. Picture IDs 12230, 20529, 17703, 19312, 1676.
Figure 6. Picture IDs 12230, 20529, 17703, 19312, 1676.
Figure 7. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: 319, 5404, 9745, 5121, 12230, 4361,

4476, 28486, 20817.
Figure 8. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: 5005, 423, 1316, 1198, 20529, 5506,

1215, 25148, 11951.
Figure 9. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: IMG_3709, 11259, 25234, 3586, 354,

4086, 19526, 25460, 26867. The top left image was subsequently collected by the author
in 2019 in the EssenRüttenscheid collection area.

Figure 10. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: IMG_3574, 8175, 12698, 7905, 5830,
8892, 5717, 12282, 610. The top left image was subsequently collected by the author in
2019 in the EssenRüttenscheid collection area.

Figure 11. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: 1676, 4187, 9688, 26138, 11361, 17243,
2658, 15036, 14701.

Figure 16. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: 4089, 18108, 16751, 2197, 25351, 25384,
25005, 23961.

Figure 17. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: 4138, 16805, 16495, 16758, 24069,
26479, 26429, 24081.

Figure 18. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: (a) Hairdresser (16081), (b) Cafe
(16152), (c) Restaurant (16797/IMG_0195), (d) Cafe (16725/IMG_0210), (e) Bakery (17078),
(f) Music school (16062).
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Figure 19. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: (a) “Topkapı Gelinlik” (16895),
(b) “Stil” (16570), (c) “Bayar” (Bayar_Roberta_GSV_2008) (The photo of the shop sign
“Bayar” in Weseler Straße 30, DuisburgMarxloh was overlooked in the data collec
tion 2013/14 and taken from the Google Street View recorded in September 2008.),
(d) “Milano” (16555), (e) “Dikelim” (IMG_0315) (The photo of the shop “Podium” (Dike
lim) in DuisburgMarxloh was subsequently collected in 2020.), (f) “Gelinlik & Abiye”
(16768/IMG_0282), (g) “Braut Karakaşlar” (IMG_0154) (The photo of the shop sign “Braut
Karakaşlar” in Weseler Straße 42, DuisburgMarxloh was subsequently collected in
2020 as it was overlooked in the data collection 2013/2014. However, it already ex
isted in 2013/2014.), (h) “Tesettür Giyim” (16577), (i) “Gelinlik/Brautmoden” (16434).

Figure 20. Picture ID top left: “Topkapı Gelinlik” Wedding Dress Shop in
DuisburgMarxloh (16895, 16895_Detail). All movie poster images are retrieved from
the online archive of the “Center for Turkish Cinema Studies” (www.tsa.org.tr) on
30.09.20.

Figure 21. Picture ID top left: “Stil” (Picture ID 16570, Stil_ArnoldBoecklin_GSV_
2008) (The photo of the shop sign “Stil” in Weseler Straße, DuisburgMarxloh on the
facade above the cloth awningwas overlooked in the data collection 2013/14 and taken
from Google Street View recorded in September 2008.) All movie poster images are
retrieved from the online archive of the “Center for Turkish Cinema Studies” (www.
tsa.org.tr) on 30.09.20.

Figure 22. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: “Bayar” (Bayar_Roberta_GSV_2008).
The photo of the shop sign “Bayar” in Weseler Straße, DuisburgMarxloh was over
looked in the data collection 2013/14 and taken from Google Street View recorded in
September 2008. All movie poster images are retrieved from the online archive of the
“Center for Turkish Cinema Studies” (www.tsa.org.tr) on 30.09.20.

Figure 23. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: “Milano” (Picture ID 16555), “ag
collection” (IMG_0181) (seen on theWeseler Straße in DuisburgMarxloh in September
2020). All movie poster images are retrieved from the online archive of the “Center
for Turkish Cinema Studies” (www.tsa.org.tr) on September 30, 2020.

Figure 26. Picture IDs top to bottom: Hairdressers (16673, 4763, 17713), fashion
shops (14515, 19913, 26429), grocery stores (13913, 16751, 19526).

Figure 27. Picture IDs top to bottom: Jewellers (24017, 16421, 4034), bakeries (25544,
5553, 17533), gambling halls (1083, 1085, 26867).


